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1: US/ BNA Postage Stamp Catalog Wire bound | eBay
US/ BNA Postage Stamp Catalog Spiral-bound - October 30, Be the first to review this item. See all formats and editions
Hide other formats and editions.

Text will be unmarked. May show some signs of use or wear. Will include dust jacket if it originally came
with one. Satisfaction is guaranteed with every order. Whitman Publishing Publication Year: Expect orders to
take business days. Can you combine multiple orders into one shipment? We will always do our best to
combine orders when possible, but due to having multiple warehouses we cannot guarantee that it will happen.
Late Delivery In the event of your order being delayed or lost in the post, we will do our best to provide a
suitable resolution. While we aim to deliver your order in the time frame specified, transit delays outside of
our control can occur. Because of this we would ask that you allow the following amount of time before
contacting us about your late order s: Within you have 60 minutes to cancel your order once the order has been
placed. After that your order is sent to us. We believe in providing our customers with a ultra-speedy service.
To ensure this is achieved, all of our systems are fully automated. Can I update my shipping address after I
place an order? Unfortunately, once an order is placed, we must ship to that address. So please confirm you
have selected the correct address before placing your order. What type of payments do you accept? We accept
payments through PayPal. We do this because PayPal offers unmatched security as well as flexible payment
options for the customer. Payment options such as: Best of all, there is no cost to the buyer to utilize PayPal.
Do not expect anything in addition to what is stated in our listings. Guaranteed to be in new condition and in
their original packaging. Please see our description in each listing for details regarding particular items. I
would not suggest buying an item in Used-Good condition as it will by definition show signs of wear and use.
How quickly will I receive my item: Expect your item to typically arrive within business days. Occasionally
orders are delayed a little longer. Can you tell me more about a particular item? All of the information that we
have about a particular item is listed on the page. We are unable to provide any additional information or
guarantee that you will receive anything in addition to what is described in our listing. Other information may
be available regarding the product details by searching on the internet. Will I receive the exact item pictured
on? The images supplied on our listings are intended as a guide only. We did not take the picture. You should
receive the item described in our listing, but the cover may vary. I am sorry all of our prices are fixed. What is
your returns policy? We allow returns within 30 days of delivery. How long should I expect customer service
will take to respond to my inquires? We aim to respond to all customers within hours Monday â€” Friday
Contact Us with your response! We will do our absolute best to resolve any problem for you so there should
be no reason to leave non-positive response or open a case. Our main goal is to deliver quality products to our
customers. However, in the event that a customer is shipped a faulty item or an incorrect title, we will provide
a pre-paid return label. All items must be returned to us in the same condition as they were received. New
items must be still sealed if they originally were. For a refund the items need to be: Returned in their original
condition; ideally in the original packaging provided. A proper Return must be opened through. With us
providing a return label for the item to be sent back. Items must be sent back with an RMA number that we
assign to each individual return â€” for our reference. The item must be returned within 30 days of receipt of
the item. Any other item must be returned in the same condition as we sent them. With their original
packaging and accessories included with the return. If any items are returned to us in worse condition than
when we sent them then we reserve the right to refund less than the full sale amount. Again, to return an item:
You MUST contact us prior to returning the item. Any unauthorized returns will not be accepted. Please
contact us so we can provide a return label with our return address and an RMA. What do I do if I have
received a faulty product or the wrong item? We will provide you with a pre-paid return label. To ensure a
speedy resolution please enclose the following: Explanation of what you received vs what you expected to
receive. If we request you to return your order, please do so within 5 business days after we approve the
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return. What do I do if I receive a damaged item? In the event that your order arrives damaged, please accept
our apologies. In order to investigate the issue promptly, please contact us within 7 business days. Please
ensure you provide us with your order number and images of the damaged item: The images you send must
also include images of the packaging the item arrived in. We look forward to serving you!
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2: Lymans Standard catalog of Canada BNA Postage Stamps | eBay
The US/BNA Postage Stamp Catalog is a MUST have for any beginning collector. It has helped me correctly identify
many of my early American stamps and takes the guess work out of were to add stamps to your album.

Stamp catalog options for U. Click on image to enlarge. Page from an early Scott catalog before numbers were
assigned. The Scott Specialized Catalogue of U. Stamps and Covers; U. Indeed, ownership of or ready access
to a catalog may be the dividing line between the tens of thousands of stamp collectors in the United States
and the purported millions of stamp accumulators. You can buy stamps at the post office or from dealers. You
can clip them from the covers you receive in the mail. You can arrange them artistically on notebook paper.
But without a catalog, you will never be more than just an accumulator, because you lack the basic tool to
become a collector. The two basic functions of a catalog are to enable the identification and valuation of your
stamps. Armed with this tool you move from the lowly larval accumulator stage to a full-fledged,
dewy-winged stamp collector. The great majority of stamp collectors in the United States collect U. There are
a number of U. In the beginning there was John Walter Scott. Scott was an English immigrant who published
his first monthly stamp price list in New York City in His lists gradually evolved into a catalog that numbered
and listed all stamps known to exist, not just the ones he had for sale. This direct ancestor of the present-day
Scott standard catalog series covered the world, including revenues, locals and postal stationery in 52 pages. In
, Scott prices were retail values. The firm would actually sell you the stamps for the prices listed. When it
comes to catalog values listed in Scott or any other catalog, collectors must understand that condition and
demand are crucial. Collectors who do not read and heed "Information on Catalogue Values, Grade and
Condition" in the introduction to the Scott catalogs will come to grief. Dealers usually base what they will pay
for stamps for their inventory on a percentage of catalog value. Collectors who think that dealers should pay
them something near catalog value for their common stamps are in for a sad awakening. Dealers must be able
to make a profit in order to stay in business. They are bought and sold in bulk. Today, the vast majority of
collectors in the United States still use one of several versions of the Scott catalog as the standard reference for
identifying and valuing U. Therefore, the United States is always in the first Scott volume. Some catalog
systems list all postage stamps in chronological order, but the Scott system groups the stamps according to the
postal duty or function they are intended to provide. Other types of stamps are often referred to as
"back-of-the-book" because they are listed separately after the regular postage stamps. In order, the Scott U.
Scott also lists postal stationery and revenue and hunting permit duck stamps. Each major stamp variety is
given a Scott catalog number, which is the standard numbering system in use throughout the United States.
Originally, Scott did not assign catalog numbers to the listed stamps. The 48th edition published circa was the
first in which catalog numbers were assigned. A page from an early Scott catalog before numbers were
assigned is shown in Figure 2. The numbering system in use today was first introduced in Stamps are
identified by year issued, denomination design, color, watermark and perforation. Every stamp design is
shown in black and white. Magnified portions of stamp designs are shown for look-alike varieties. Stamps are
valued mint and used. S Pocket Stamp Catalogue. This is a less-detailed version of the same information in the
Scott standard catalog. It does not list postal stationery. Its advantages are low cost, portability and color
illustrations. First issued in , the Scott U. It also gives additional pricing information on earlier stamps, such as
on cover, with various cancels, color varieties, blocks-of-four, margin blocks-of-four and plate number strips.
Figure 3 shows the Scott U. Some collectors get their U. It is pictured in Figure 4, bottom left. The Postal
Service catalog is not an independent production. Another catalog possibility for collectors of U. Brookman
lists all categories of postage stamps as well as revenue stamps, postal stationery, booklets, state and federal
hunting permit and Indian reservation stamps, first-day covers, souvenir cards and pages and U. Brookman
can be used for stamp identification, but, in a world where many dealers and collectors buy and sell on a
percentage of Scott value, its pricing information might be a handicap, unless you are buying your stamps
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primarily from Brookman. Many schoolboy collectors of the s and s began their love of stamps with the H.
The Harris catalog was an affordable alternative when Scott products seemed beyond the reach of a stamp
collecting budget dependent on mowing lawns and sacking groceries. The Harris catalog uses the Scott
numbering system through a licensing agreement with Amos Press. You can order the stamps at the prices
listed from H. The most economical U. It is free for the asking from Mystic Stamp Co. The Scott numbering
system is used, and the stamps are sold at the prices listed. A drawback is that it lacks extensive aids to
distinguish between look-alike stamps. Krause-Minkus came about when hobby publisher Krause bought the
moribund Minkus catalog and album line. The Krause-Minkus catalog lists all U. All stamp designs are
illustrated in black and white, and there are extensive stamp identification aids. The major drawback is that
Krause-Minkus uses its own numbering and valuing system. Operating with the Krause-Minkus catalog in a
market dominated by Scott is like staying in a hotel where everyone else speaks only Romanian, although
Krause offers a number cross reference. When you buy a new one, give your old one to a stamp accumulator
and help him make the transition to stamp collector.
3: Stamp catalog options for U.S. collectors
The ultimate price guide and reference book! H.E. Harris's US/BNA Postage Stamp Catalog gives you reliable
information on the stamps in your collection.

4: Stamp Collecting Supplies | Stamp Albums | Stamp Pages
Our extensive listing of U.S. stamps provides an online stamp catalog with pictures and identification plus prices. We
stock the Scott Postage Stamp Catalogs, the Brookmen Stamp Price Guide, and the H.E. Harris US/BNA Stamp
Catalog.

5: HE Harris Stamp Catalog Catalogue
US / BNA Postage Stamp Catalog (Us Bna Postage Stamp Catalog), H.E. Harris, Pre-Owned out of 5 stars - US / BNA
Postage Stamp Catalog (Us Bna Postage Stamp Catalog), H.E. Harris.

6: Whitman Books : US/BNA Postage Stamp Catalog
H.E. Harris's US/BNA Postage Stamp Catalog gives you reliable information on the stamps in your collection. Inside this
high-quality, hardcover spiral-bound book, you'll find current market prices for the United States, U.S. possessions and
trust territories, Canada and its provinces, and all United Nations.

7: US / BNA Postage Stamp Catalog
US/ BNA Postage Stamp Catalog (Us Bna Stamp Catalog)-ExLibrary See more like this St. Pierre Miquelon, Postage
Stamp, #, , Mint NH, , JFZ $

8: US/ BNA Postage Stamp Catalog: www.enganchecubano.com: Books
US/BNA Postage Stamp Catalog Home > Catalogue > US/BNA Postage Stamp Catalog Published since , H.E. Harris's
Postage Stamp Catalog contains current market prices for United States, U.S. Possessions and Trust Territories,
Canada and Provinces, and all United Nations.
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9: Advantage of the Scott Catalog over the Harris US/BNA? - Stamp Community Forum
The stamp collector's most basic tool is a stamp catalog. Indeed, ownership of or ready access to a catalog may be the
dividing line between the tens of thousands of stamp collectors in the United States and the purported millions of stamp
accumulators.
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